COVID-19 & HCQ/Plaquenil Medication Suggestions

We are getting fewer questions about obtaining refills for hydroxychloroquine or Plaquenil. I wanted to keep the information easily accessible for those who are still having trouble:

We have 2 primary suggestions:

1. Start your refill process early. Your pharmacy may need to contact other pharmacies to complete your order.
2. Don’t take no for an answer. Ask the pharmacist to order drugs from another store, find another pharmacy chain that will fill the prescription, find out when the pharmacy gets another shipment in, etc. (see the example below).

Unfortunately there is not one pharmacy we can recommend that has the drug. Here’s what we know about the major pharmacies to check:

- Costco
- Walgreens is filling refills and individuals with new prescriptions can get only 14 days.
- CVS
- Osco

The feedback I’m getting is that pharmacies are prioritizing refills and turning new prescriptions away.